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LADIES New
Talent

Stylist Style
Director

Creative 
Director

Snr.
Creative 
Director

Salon
Director

John
Gillespie

Cut and finish £43.70 £54.60 £59.00 £63.00 £65.50 £68.00 £85.80

Blow dry £31.80 £31.80 £36.50 £38.50 £41.00 £43.50 £56.70

Long hair blow dry £38.80 £38.80 £45.30 £49.50 £51.00 £54.00

GENTS

Cut and finish £37.50 £40.30 £44.70 £46.80 £48.90 £56.70

Wash and cut £34.60 £37.50 £40.50 £41.50 £42.60



TECHNICAL Colourist Snr. Colourist

FULL HEAD COLOUR £63.50 £66.00

REGROWTH COLOUR £54.50 £56.70

HALF HEAD HIGHLIGHTS £67.50 £70.20

1 COLOUR FULL HEAD HIGHLIGHTS £86.50 £90.00

2 COLOUR FULL HEAD HIGHLIGHTS £97.50 £101.40

HIGH GLOSS COLOUR £50.00 £52.50

BALAYAGE & FREE HAND TECHNIQUES (from) £84.50 £87.90

PERM WAVE £84.50 £87.90

POLISH IN FILL £18.50 £19.50

BLEACH & TONE £81.50 £84.70

Colour correction - Individual quotation will be given.
The above prices must be added to a cut and  nish or a shampoo and  nish price. Prior to the 
application of any colour service that haven’t previously been done by us within a period of 6 
months, it will be necessary for you to come into one of our salons no less than 48 hours prior to 
your appointment for us to carry out a skin allergy patch test.

Cancellation Policy
We politely request that you notify the salon at least 24 hours in advance if you wish to cancel or 
reschedule your 
appointment.  Cancellations with less than 24 hours notice and missed appointments may be 
charged 50%.  For new clients having colour services a 20% deposit will be required (redeemable 
against your bill upon your visit).

HAIR EXTENSIONS
INDIAN REMY HAIR WEAVES (from) £185.00

LUXURY TAPES (from)
(Consultation required)

£300.00

HAIRDRESSING



KERASTASE FUSIO DOSE
TAILOR-MADE CARE, INSTANT HAIR TRANSFORMATION
The most effective active formulas meticulously selected for their fast action on the hair  bre, for intense, instant sublime 
looking hair transformation.
THE 1ST KERASTASE PROFESSIONAL HAIRLAB
Concentré and Boosters come together at the core of a new system, a mixology bar dedicated to personalised Fusio-Dose 
care. A hair care beauty ‘shot’ at the heart of the salon, that takes only a few minutes.

£16.00

KERASTASE K WATER
A treatment for intensely shiny, lightweight and fluid hair. Instantly perfect and polish your hair for a flawless finish with our 
new and exclusive in-salon service.

£8.50

KERASTASE FUSIO SCRUB
A soothing scrub that deeply cleanses the scalp and hair. This scrub leaves the scalp free to breathe, leaving hair looking 
gorgeous & shiny.

£7.50

OLAPLEX
The original bond builder. The patented active chemistry works on a molecular level to repair damaged and broken bonds. 
Repairs the broken bonds and rejuvenates the hair. Increases tensile strength and restores elasticity. Protects the hair follicle 
from further breakage.

£17.00
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www.johngillespiehair.com 26 St John Street, Perth, PH1 5SP, 01738 624068 / 624702


